We present an efficient, numerically reliable smoothing algorithm for random fields modeled by linear, constant coefficient, partial differential equations. The estimate is computed from discrete measurements by converting the 2D problem to a collection of uncoupled 1D problems which are solved using stable iterations.
Introduction
Partial differential equations with random forcing functions or boundary conditions arise in many scientific areas, including mechanics, acoustics, optics, electromagnetics, oceanography, meteorology, geodesy, and image processing [1] - [6] . Despite the fact that researchers have studied estimation problems for PDE models for a quarter-century [7] - [10] , it is only recently that practical algorithms have begun to emerge [11] - [13] . These algorithms are based on fast transforms, but are restricted either to narrow classes of PDEs or to discretized PDEs. We generalize and extend this work by presenting an efficient, numerically reliable smoothing algorithm for a large class of twodimensional problems modeled by stochastic partial differential equations on a rectangular domain. The measurements are discrete.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the class of PDEs, boundary conditions, and measurements. In Section 3 we show how to convert the 2D smoothing equations into a countable set of coupled 1D boundary value systems. In Section 4 the boundary value systems are grouped into a finite collection of uncoupled systems. We also show how to change coordinates to produce stable iterations. In Section 5 we summarize the principal steps in the algorithm, and evaluate the complexity of each step.
Problem Description
Let Ω be the rectangle [ 
where b B and b T are m × m matrices whose entries are scalars or polynomials in ∂ ∂y . We assume that the boundary value system (2.1)-(2.3) is well-posed (has a unique solution). Note that x and y can be two spatial variables, or one spatial and one time variable.
Our objective is to develop an efficient, numerically reliable algorithm for computing the smoothed (linear least-squares) estimate of u(x,y) given a finite set of discrete measurements
where each z ij is a p × 1 vector, C is a constant p × m matrix, and ω ij is a p × 1 vector white noise with a nonsingular covariance matrix R, and uncorrelated with ε and v. We assume that all the above quantities are real-valued, and that the grid points (x i ,y j ) are uniformly spaced in both directions.
Smoothing Equations
The smoothed estimate ˆ( , ) u 
,
where λ is an m × 1 auxiliary vector, A y * is the formal adjoint of A y , and c B , c T ,
matrices that arise during the derivation. We will omit the derivation of the above equations because it differs only in minor ways from those in [11] , [14] . Details are in [15] .
We will convert (3. There are no major differences in handling the other four cases in (3.5).
where the entries of A n are the eigenvalues of the entries of A y corresponding to the eigenfunction φ n (y). It is shown in [15] that each of these boundary value systems is well-posed. Note that the entries of A n are real. Only the complex exponential basis functions will give complex A n .
The quantity in (3.8)
is the discrete sine transform of samples of ˆ( , ) u x y i . It is known [16] that this transform can be obtained from the series coefficients ˆ( ) u x n i by periodic repetition; that is
In order to write our equations in a more compact form, define
An examination of (3.15) shows that these equations are coupled: they cannot be solved independently for each n. This coupling is unique to the discrete data case, and will be addressed in the next section. Also note thatn n
We conclude this section with two examples for which (3.6) holds. For other examples, involving the Helmholtz, heat, and biharmonic equations, see [15] .
Example 1: Poisson Equation
The Poisson equation 
At the horizontal boundaries we will take 
Smoothing Algorithm
In any practical computation we can keep only a finite number of terms in the series (3.4). Therefore, we will set
where M is some positive integer. Then we need retain only those terms in the summation in (3.15) for which |n+2r(N 2 +1)| ≤ M, or, equivalently
Let α denote the number of integer values of r satisfying (4.2) with |n| ≤ M.
Label these values, in any order, r 1 , r 2 , ..., r α . Clearly, α ≥ 1 and In terms of these augmented vectors, (3.14)-(3.16) can be written as
where then all other q n , |n| ≤ 10, can be determined using (3.17)-(3.18). So we need to solve four boundary value systems, each of size 4m.
To simplify notation we will suppress the dependence on n in (4. The matrix exponential is block diagonal; the diagonal blocks are equal to the exponentials of the diagonal blocks of H. For low order PDEs like the Poisson and wave equations, the matrix exponential can be found analytically using a symbolic math program [15] . In other cases the generally reliable scaled Pade method [17] can be used.
To minimize the effect of roundoff errors on the numerical solution of (4.10)-(4.11), we should iterate in stable directions only. That is, we should compute decreasing modes of the solution by forward iteration, and increasing modes by backward iteration. Of course, in order to do this, we must separate the increasing and decreasing modes. The following property of the matrix G will be useful in this regard. See the Appendix for a proof. Theorem 1. The eigenvalues of G occur in reciprocal pairs.
Assume that G has no eigenvalues on the unit circle. Then it will have exactly αm eigenvalues inside the unit circle (stable modes) and αm eigenvalues outside the unit circle (unstable modes). To separate the stable and unstable modes, we will block diagonalize G as follows:
where 
The solution of (4.25) is then used in (4.23)-(4.24).
Using a similar procedure, we can also compute the error covariance. See [15] for details.
Summary and Complexity of the Algorithm
The principal steps in the algorithm are as follows.
a. Evaluate (3.11). For each i and each n we need a fast N 2 -point transform. The complexity is O (MN 1 logN 2 ) .
). This step does not depend on step a.
c. For each i and each n evaluate (4.14). The complexity is and y at which the estimate is to be found.
Note that the complexity of each step can be substantially reduced by using parallel processing. The computations for each i and each n can all be done in parallel.
Conclusion
We have presented an efficient, numerically reliable smoothing algorithm for random fields modeled by linear, constant coefficient, stochastic partial differential equations. Our results depend on several constraints being imposed on the problem. We allow random boundary conditions in only one direction, and we require that the data be uniformly spaced in both directions. In fact, as shown in [15] , we can allow the data to be nonuniform in one direction.
However, no further relaxation of these two constraints is possible with our general approach of using transforms to convert the 2D problem to a collection of 1D problems. The other major constraint is the rectangular domain on which the random field is defined. We have made some progress [20] relaxing this constraint by using domain decomposition methods.
Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1
Let L = 2αm and let the characteristic polynomial of G be given by
The eigenvalues of G will occur in reciprocal pairs if the coefficients of this polynomial satisfy
To establish (A.1) note that P is nilpotent. Therefore P is also, which means that all its eigenvalues equal zero. Thus all the eigenvalues of (I+P) equal one and Consider the following partitions with 2m x 2m blocks: 
